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Construction of Divisible Designs from Translation Planes
RALPH-HARDO SCHULZ AND ANTONINO GIORGIO SPERA
We construct some classes of divisible designs from finite translation planes of dimension two and
three over GF.q/, q a prime power, admitting SL.2; q/ as a collineation group.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We continue the investigation of divisible designs which can be constructed from finite
translation planes. In [12] and [14] such structures were constructed using desarguesian
translation planes and Lu¨neburg planes; these planes are, by a result of Czerwinski [3] and
Schulz [11], the only finite translation planes which have a doubly transitive collineation
group on the line at infinity (cf. [8] p. 181). Now we consider translation planes having
a collineation group which is doubly transitive on a proper subset of the line at infinity
l1.
This is, for instance, the case when a translation plane with kernel GF.q/, q a power
of a prime number p, admits the special linear group SL.2; q/ as a collineation group act-
ing on an orbit of q C 1 points on l1 in the same way as it acts on the set of its Sylow
p-subgroups. Of course, desarguesian planes of order q2 are among these planes. Non-
desarguesian translation planes of dimension two with the required property are, for instance,
the Hering planes and the Ott–Scha¨ffer planes. After having generalized a basic proposition
we use these planes to get some classes of divisible designs admitting SL.2; q/ as an automor-
phism group. The orbits on the point and the block set of such a design are also investigated.
With a similar construction we obtain divisible designs from translation planes of dimension
three such as the Kantor planes of type II, the Dye–Kantor planes and the Bartolone–Ostrom
planes.
2. DEFINITIONS, PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND AN APPLICATION
Let V be a finite set of order v endowed with an equivalence relation R whose classes all
have the same size s. A subset X of V is said to be R-transversal if X meets each equivalence
class in at most one element. Let B be a family of R-transversal subsets of V and t; k; 
positive integers with 2  t  k  v. The pair D D .V;B/ is called a t − .s; k; /-divisible
design (briefly a t − .s; k; /-DD or a DD) if
(i) jBj D k for every B 2 B;
(ii) for every transversal subset S of V of size t , there are exactly  elements of B containing
S.
The elements of V are called points, those ofB blocks and the R-equivalence classes (R-classes)
are called point classes. In the case where sk D v we call D a transversal t − .s; k; /-DD.
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For t D 2, we will usually omit t from the notation. For such an .s; k; /-DD, the number r
of blocks through a given point is a constant and satisfies r D .v − s/=.k − 1/.
Typical examples of transversal DDs come from affine planes. In fact, if A is a finite affine
plane of order s, then the dual structure D.A/ of A is a transversal 2− .s; s C 1; 1/-DD with
s2 C s points and s2 blocks. Note that a finite translation plane may be defined as a DD with
t D 2, s D 1 D  and v D k2 (i.e., a finite affine plane) which admits an automorphism
group (the translation group) regular on the point set and such that any of its orbits on blocks
is a partition of the point set. For background information on DDs see for instance [1], for
background information on translation planes see [8], [7] and [10].
Suppose now that the group G acts on the set V and that R is an equivalence relation
on V . G is said to be an R-group if R is invariant with respect to G, that is
x; y 2 V and x Ry imply xg Ryg for every g 2 G:
Let G be an R-group on V and t a positive integer. Then G is said to be t − R-homogeneous if
for any two R-transversal subsets of order t , S D fx1; x2; : : : ; xt g and S0 D fy1; y2; : : : ; yt g,
of V there exists some g 2 G such that S0 D Sg; and G is called t−R-transitive if, furthermore,
there exists some g 2 G with yi D xgi for all i D 1; 2; : : : ; t .
REMARK 2.1. If G is an R-group on V then G induces a permutation group on the equiv-
alence classes. A t-homogeneous group on a set of cardinality at least t C 1 has to be tran-
sitive (– consider two t-sets with different numbers of elements of a given orbit); therefore,
if the number of R-equivalence classes is not less than t C 1 then a t − R-homogeneous
R-group G on V acts transitively on V , and all R-equivalence classes have the same cardinal-
ity.
PROPOSITION 2.2 ([13]). Let R be an equivalence relation on a finite set V of size v and
let G be a finite R-group on V . If G is t − R-homogeneous and B is an R-transversal
subset of V of order k .t < k < v/, then the incidence structure D.B/ VD .V; BG/ where
BG VD fBg j g 2 Gg, is a t − .s; k; /-DD with b D jGj=jG B j, s D jTxUj for some x 2 V and
 D jGj( kt =.jG B j( v=st st /.
Here, as usual, G B denotes the setwise stabilizer of B, TxU the R-class containing x and
( a
b

the binomial coefficient ‘a choose b’.
Note that G induces an automorphism group onD.B/ which is transitive, both on the block
set and on the point set.
Examples and applications of the above proposition may be found in [12] and [13], [14].
Now, we prove a basic proposition that allows us to obtain 2 − R-transitive R-groups from
translation planes which lead to DDs not considered before.
PROPOSITION 2.3. LetT be a finite translation plane of order q which admits a collineation
group G acting 2-homogeneously on an orbit O of the line at infinity ‘1 (with jOj  2). LetOO be the set of lines of T intersecting ‘1 in O and R the equivalence relation on OO induced
by the parallelism relation of T .
(a) Then OG D G  T (where T denotes the translation group of T ) induces a 2 − R-
homogeneous R-group on OO.
(b) Choose an R-transversal k-subset B of OO with 2  k  jOj. ThenD.B/ VD . OO; B OG/ is
an .s; k; /-divisible design with parameters s D q, k as chosen,  D k.k−1/bq2jOj.jOj−1/ ; v D
q  jOj and b D j OGjj OG B j .
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(c) Let P be an (affine) point of T and choose B0 D f‘ 2 OO j P 2 ‘g. Then D.B0/ is a
transversal .s; k; / – DD with parameters s D q, k D jOj,  D 1, b D q2, v D qjOj
and r D q.
PROOF.
(a) Let X1; X2 be two R-transversal sets of size two, this means Xi D fgi 1; gi 2g .i D 1; 2/
with gi 1 \ gi 2 D fPi g for points Pi 2 T and gi 1; gi 2 2 OO. There exists a translation
 2 T with .P1/ D P2; so without loss of generality we may suppose P1 D P2 DV P .
Now OG D G  T D OG P  T and OG P behave on ‘1 like G since T fixes ‘1 pointwise;
so OG P is 2-homogeneous on O as well, fixes P and maps fg1 1 \ ‘1, g1 2 \ ‘1g on
fg2 1 \ ‘1, g2 2 \ ‘1g; so OG P is 2− R-homogeneous on f‘ 2 OO j P 2 ‘g. Observe thatOG P D −1 OG P for  2 T .
(b) This follows from (2.2) by observing that all R-classes have the same size and therefore
the (not very interesting) case k D t .D 2/ can be admitted as well.
(c) We determine j OG B0 j. Since jB0j D jOj  2, the lines of B0 intersect in a unique point,
so P is a fixed point of OG B0 and OG B0  OG P . On the other hand, OG P fixes O because
G and T have this property; so OG P  OG B0 ; hence OG B0 D OG P and b D j OGj=j OG B0 j D
j OG P  T j=j OG P j D jT j D q2. Now k D jOj by the choice of B0 and  D 1 by part (b).
There are jOj ‘point’ classes; only one point of each class can be on a given block, so
every block ‘meets’ every point class and the DD is transversal. 2
REMARK 2.4.
(a) Observe that in the above construction no element of OG r f1g fixes all elements of OO,
so OG acts faithfully on OO.
(b) The dual structure ofD.B0/ defined in (2.3c) is isomorphic to the translation net having
the set of all points of T as its point set and the set of all lines of T meeting O as its
block set.
3. THE CONSTRUCTION
3.1. Constructions using the group SL.2; q/ in a plane of order q2
(3.1.a) The planes used
(i) The collineation group of a desarguesian translation plane of order q2 with q D p‘
contains a subgroup S isomorphic to SL.2; q/ which fixes an affine point P and acts
on an orbit O of q C 1 points of the line at infinity (related to a regulus contained in
the defining spread) in the same way as it acts on its set of Sylow p-subgroups, see e.g.
Lu¨neburg [10], p. 254 ff.).
(ii) The Hering planes and the Ott–Scha¨ffer planes (for definition see, for instance, Kallaher
[8], Section 2.9 or Lu¨neburg [10], p. 233 ff.) are further examples of translation planes,
of order q2, here with q > 2; q  2 .mod 3/, admitting a collineation group S which is
isomorphic to SL.2; q/, fixes an affine point P and acts (in the same way as it acts on
the set of its Sylow p-subgroups) on an orbit O of q C 1 points on the line at infinity
(here related to the tangents of the twisted cubic or to one of the reguli used for the
construction via a spread of GF.q/4, see [8] or [10], loc. cit.).
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(3.1.b) Determination of some block-stabilizers. Let S be the group isomorphic to SL.2; q/
with the permutation representation on the plane and the setO  ‘1 as mentioned in (a). Out
of many possibilities, we determine the stabilizer of a set of size 3, q − 2 and t with q D tm .
LEMMA 3.1.
() The (set-)stabilizer in S of a set M D fP1; P2; P3g of three points of O has order 6 (for
p D 2 or q  3 .mod 4/) and 12 (for q  1 .mod 4/), respectively.
() The (set-)stabilizer of a set O r M of q − 2 points is the same as that of M .
(γ ) The stabilizer in S of the set QB3 of points corresponding to the set f.x; y/K j x; y 2 Fg
(with K D GF.q/ and F D GF.t/ for q D tm and prime power t) of points in the
classical representation of SL.2; K / has order .t2 − 1/  t  w with w D gcd.2;m/ if
char K 6D 2 and .t2 − 1/  t otherwise.
PROOF.
() S acts on its Sylow-p-subgroups as S D SL.2; q/ on the projective line ‘ over GF.q/
since the stabilizer of S of a point of ‘ (it is a line of GF.q/2 through the origin) contains
exactly one Sylow-p-subgroup 6. Therefore, to determine jSM j, we can identify the
point set of O with that of ‘. Choose a basis .b1; b2/ of GF.q/2 such that P1 D hb1i,
P2 D hb2i and P3 D hb1C b2i. Let D be an element of S which fixes M as a set. Then
one of the following cases occurs.
(i) D .hb1i/ D hb1i; depending on the image of hb2i the matrix of D has the form
a 0
0 a

with a2 D 1 or

a −a
0 −a

with a2 D −1:
(ii) D .hb1i/ D hb2i; here D has one of the matrices
0 a
a 0

with a2 D −1 or

0 −a
a −a

with a2 D 1:
(iii) D .hb1i/ D hb1 C b2i; now D is represented by
a 0
a −a

with a2 D −1 or

a −a
a 0

with a2 D 1:
If p D 2 the group GF.q/ contains no element of order 2 or 4; so a D 1 in all cases.
If q  3 .mod 4/ the order of the cyclic group GF.q/ is divisible by 2, but not by 4, so
a2 D 1 has two solutions, but a2 D −1 has none. For q  1 .mod 4/ there exist two
solutions both for a2 D 1 and a2 D −1. Note that S does not act faithfully on O but is
faithful on the considered plane.
() Since SM fixes O and M , it fixes O r M ; vice versa SOrM  SM .
(γ ) See e.g. [14] proof of Theorem 3.2 in the case char K 6D 2. Otherwise, note that
SL.2; tm/ D PSL.2; tm/ D PGL.2; tm/. So .S/B D PGL.2; tm/B D PGL.2; t/ be-
cause of the sharp 3-transitivity of the projective group. Therefore j.S/B j D jPGL.2; t/j
D .t2 − 1/t . 2
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(3.1.c) Examples of DDs
THEOREM 3.2. Let T be a desarguesian translation plane of order q2, a Hering or an
Ott-Scha¨ffer plane of order q2; let G be the group S as defined in (3.1.a) with its orbit O
of length q C 1 on ‘1. Define B1 as a set of three lines on P intersecting ‘1 in O, B2 as
a set of q − 2 lines on P through points of O and B3 as the set of lines on P intersecting
‘1 in QB3 (see Lemma 3.1). Then D .Bi / is an .si ; ki ; i /-divisible design (for i D 1; 2; 3)
admitting an automorphism group isomorphic to SL.2; q/. The parameters are s1 D q2,
k1 D 3, 1 D 6.q−1/u , v1 D q3 C q2, b1 D .q
2−1/q5
u
, r1 D 3.q−1/q3u and s2 D q2, k2 D q − 2,
2 D .q−1/.q−2/.q−3/u , v2 D q3Cq2, b2 D .q
2−1/q5
u
, r2 D .q−1/.q−2/q3u , respectively, for u D 12
in the case q  1 .mod 4/ and u D 6 otherwise and s3 D t2m, k3 D t C 1, 3 D tm−1.t−1/w ,
v3 D t3m C t2m, b3 D .t2m−1/t5m−1.t2−1/w , r3 D t
3m−1.tm−1/
.t−1/w with q D tm and w D gcd.2;m; q − 1/.
PROOF. The group S induces on O a permutation group which is 2-transitive and there-
fore 2-homogeneous. Now (2.3.b) shows that D.Bi / is an .si ; ki ; i /-divisible design. The
parameters follow from (2.3.b) with OG D S  T , OG P D S and j OG Bi j D u for u D 12 in
the case q  1 .mod 4/ and u D 6 otherwise .i D 1; 2/ and j OG B3 j D .t2 − 1/t w with
w D gcd.2;m; q − 1/, see Lemma 3.1. 2
REMARK 3.3.
(i) Notice that S is indeed 3-transitive on O if q is even and therefore S D SL.2; q/ D
PSL.2; q/. But this does not mean that S is 3-R-homogeneous on OO.
(ii) By 2.3, every transversal subset of OO with at least two elements can be chosen as starting
block, so the examples of (c) are only a few among many possible cases.
3.2. Constructions using the group SL.2; q/ in a plane of order q3
(a) The planes. The Kantor plane of type II (see, for instance, [8], p. 164 or [9], p. 160),
a translation plane of order q3 with q D 2‘, ‘ odd, has S D SL.2; q/ in its translation
complement, and this group has on ‘1 an orbit O of length q C 1 (corresponding to
a desarguesian subplane of order q). The same is true for the desarguesian plane of
order q3 with q D pm , for the non-desarguesian Dye–Kantor plane with q D 8 (see
[9], p. 162) and the Bartolone–Ostrom planes (see [2] or [8] p. 165/166) with q D pm ,
m > 1. Here, we restrict our investigation to planes of even characteristic.
(b) The group. If the group S D SL.2; q/ acts transitively on a set M of q C 1 points, then
the stabilizer of a point has order q.q − 1/, therefore it contains a Sylow-p-subgroup
6; this subgroup is unique, since two Sylow-p-subgroups generate the whole group
(in the classical representation on q C 1 points they generate a 2-transitive subgroup of
PSL.2; q/ of order greater or equal q.q C 1/, but PSL.2; q/ has no non-trivial subgroup
of this order, see, for instance, [4] or [6]). So, SL.2; q/ acts on M in the same way
as it acts on the set of its Sylow-p-subgroups, and we can again apply the results of
Lemma 3.1.
(c) Examples of DDs:
THEOREM 3.4. Let T be a Kantor plane of type II of order q3 with q D 2‘ and ‘ odd,
the Dye–Kantor plane of order q3 with q D 8, the Bartolone–Ostrom plane of order q3 (q
even) or the desarguesian plane of order q3 with q even. Furthermore, let G be the group S
defined in 3.2(a) with its orbit O of length q C 1 on ‘1. With Bi .i D 1; 2; 3) defined in the
same way as in Theorem 3.2, D.Bi / is an .si ; ki ; i /-divisible design .i D 1; 2; 3/ with an
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automorphism group isomorphic to SL.2; q/. The parameters are s1 D q3, k1 D 3, 1 D q−1,
v1 D q3.qC1/, b1 D .q2−1/q76 , r1 D q
4
2 .q−1/ and s2 D q3, k2 D q−2, 2 D .q−1/.q−2/.q−3/6 ,
v2 D q3.q C 1/, b2 D .q2−1/q76 , r2 D q
4.q−1/.q−2/
6 and s3 D t3m, k3 D t C 1, 3 D t
m−1
t−1 ,
v3 D t3m.tm C 1/, r3 D t4m−1.tm−1/.t−1/ , b3 D .t
2m−1/t7m−1
.t2−1/ with q D tm.
PROOF. The argument is the same as for Theorem 3.2; but here u D 6 and w D 1 only,
since q is even. 2
3.3. For the divisible designs constructed in Theorem 3.2, we shall now determine the orbits
of S on the point and block sets. (Similar work may be done for those of Theorem 3.4). Before
doing so, let us recall some facts about Hering and Ott–Scha¨ffer planes.
REMARK 3.5. If q  −1 .mod 3/ and ’ V SL.2; q/ −! GL.4; q/ is the monomorphism
defined by
’

a b
c d

D
0BB@
a3 3a2b 3ab2 b3
a2c .a2d C 2abc/ .b2c C 2abd/ b2d
ac2 .bc2 C 2acd/ .ad2 C 2bcd/ bd2
c3 3c2d 3cd2 d3
1CCA
then S D ’.SL.2; q// (see [10] Section 43), and for q odd it has three orbits on the spread
of the Hering plane (and so on its line at infinity) (see [10] Section 45). We may assume
that these orbits are r S; l S and mS where r; l and m are the lines of PG.3; q/ with equations
x3 D 0 D x4, x2C x3 D 0 D x1− x2−4x3− x4 and x1− x4 D 0 D x1C x2C x3, respectively.
The orbit r S has size q C 1 and S acts on r S as SL.2; q/ acts on PG.1; q/.
Moreover, if q is even, more generally, we have that, for every  2 Aut .GF.q// with
hi D Aut .GF.q//, ’ V SL.2; q/ −! GL.4; q/, defined by
’ D

a b
c d

D

a b
c d

⊗

a b
c d

;
is a monomorphism and, if S D ’.SL.2; q// then S D S has three orbits on the spread
of each of the two Ott–Scha¨ffer planes associated with . If T and T 0 denote these two
planes, then r S [ l S [ mS and r S1 [ l S [ mS are their spreads where r; l and m have
equations as above and the line r1 has equations x2 D 0 D x4. In the last two cases
again we have jr S1 j D jr S j D q C 1 and S acts on r S1 and on r S as SL.2; q/ does on
PG.1; q/.
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let D.Bi / .i D 1; 2; 3/ be the DD constructed in Theorem 3.2 and let
S be the automorphism group isomorphic to SL.2; q/ used for the construction.
(i) If the translation plane T is desarguesian, then for each i D 1; 2; 3, S splits the point
set ofD.Bi / in one orbit of size qC1 and qC1 orbits of size q2−1. If T is a Hering or
Ott–Scha¨ffer plane, then, for each i D 1; 2; 3, S has three orbits on the point set; their
sizes are q C 1, q2 − 1 and .q2 − 1/q, respectively.
(ii) For all three cases of translation planes, if i D 1; 2, then S splits the block set of D.Bi /
in q4 orbits of size .q2− 1/q=u with u D 12 when q  1 .mod 4/ and u D 6 otherwise;
whereas it splits the block set ofD.B3/ in q4 orbits of size .q2−1/q=.t .t2−1/w/where
tm D q and w D gcd.2;m; q − 1/.
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PROOF. Let  be the spread of the desarguesian plane T of order q2. W.l.o.g., we can
assume that T has H 2 as point set and  D fwH j w 2 H2 − f0gg where H denotes the
field GF.q2/. If K D GF.q/, we put  D fwH 2  j w 2 K 2 − f0gg. So the point set
of D.Bi / is O2 D fwH C v j wH 2  and v 2 H2g. Clearly the orbit of S D SL.2; q/
represented by e1 H is  , (with e1 D .1; 0/t ). Thus one orbit has size j j D q C 1. If
P D e1 H C v 6D e1 H , where v D .; /t , A D
( a b
c d
 2 SL.2; q/, A 6D I , then A fixes P
iff Av − v 2 e1 H D .Ae1/H , that is iff .a C b − ; c C d − / D .h1; 0/ D .ah2; ch2/
for some h1; h2 2 H . Since A 6D I and  6D 0 we obtain c D 0 and d D 1 D a. Therefore
jSP j D jf
( 1 b
0 1
jb 2 GF.q/gj D q, and we have that jP Sj D jSj=jSP j D .q2 − 1/. Now it is
easy to see that there are exactly q C 1 orbits of size q2 − 1.
Now let T be a Hering plane and r and S be as in Remark 3.5. The point set of D.Bi /,
i D 1; 2; 3, is O2 D frs C v j s 2 S and v 2 K 4g. Of course, r S is an orbit of size q C 1 of
S on O2: Note that r D he1; e2i  K 4 where ei has 1 in the i th component and 0 elsewhere.
Moreover, if
s D ’

a b
c d

2 S
then rs D r iff .e1/s; .e2/s 2 r , that means iff c D 0. So
Sr D f’

a b
0 a−1

2 S j a 2 K ; b 2 K g:
Now, r C e3 is not in r S since it is not a subspace of K 4 and .r C e3/s D r C e3 iff rs D r and
.e3/s − e3 2 r . Hence c D 0, ad D 1 and .3ab2; b2c C 2abd; ad2 C 2bcd − 1; 3cd2/ 2 r .
It follows that a D 1 and so SrCe3 D f’
( 1 b
0 1
 j b 2 K g. This implies that S has an
orbit of size q2 − 1 since j.r C e3/Sj D jS j=jSrCe3 j D q2 − 1. Consider now r C e4 and
let s 2 S. We have .r C e4/s D r C e4 iff s 2 Sr and .e4/s − e4 2 r , this means iff
c D 0, ad D 1 and .b3; b2a−1; ba−2; a−3 − 1/ 2 r ; from which we obtain a D 1 (by
q  −1 .mod 3/) and b D 0. Thus SrCe4 D fI g and S has the orbit .r C e4/S of size
jSj D .q2− 1/q. Of course, these are all the orbits of S on O2 since they are distinct and cover
all O2. In the same way, for q even and q  −1 .mod 3/ and for every  2 Aut GF.q/ with
hi D Aut GF.q/, we obtain three orbits of size q C 1, q2 − 1 and .q2 − 1/q in each of the
two Ott–Scha¨ffer planes associated with . (Observe that, in our situation, a D a−1 implies
a D 1, since for q D 2m and m odd, 2 has fixed elements 0 and 1 only.) Therefore (i) is
shown.
To prove (ii) note that, for every i D 1; 2; 3, .ST /Bi D SBi : In fact, if γ v 2 ST and
.Bi /γ v D Bi , then Pγ v D P for the origin P (since jBi j  2) hence Pv D P and v D 0.
Now, for every block Z D .Bi /γ v of D.Bi /, we have f 2 SZ iff γ v f .γ v/−1 2 .ST /Bi D
SBi . Thus jSZ j D jSBi j for every block Z in D.Bi /. From this we get that the orbits of S
on the block set of D.Bi / have all the same size jSj=jSBi j. By Lemma 3.1, for i D 1; 2,
we have that jSj=jSBi j D .q2 − 1/q=u where u D 12 if q  1 (mod 4) and u D 6 other-
wise. From the value of bi (see Theorem 3.2) it follows that there are q4 orbits. For i D 3
we have again q4 orbits of size jSj=jSB3 j D .q2 − 1/q=.t .t2 − 1/w/ where tm D q and
w D gcd.2;m; q − 1/. 2
REMARK 3.7. The DDs constructed in [14] using desarguesian planes of order q and
SL.2; q/ have parameters different from the ones constructed here. Moreover, observe that
they also have different transitivity properties: for those constructed in [14] the group SL.2; q/
has only two orbits on the point set.
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We conclude with the following QUESTION. Does the construction of divisible designs
(with the same parameters) from non-isomorphic translation planes lead to non-isomorphic
designs?
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